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Mobile Wars: 
FinTech vs Banks…
and Big Tech in Ambush

Pure mobile banks gain users daily, as they ben- 

efit from accessible smartphone technology. 

Millennials are the principal users of mobile 

banks, and will soon be followed by Generation 

Z. As consumer expectations continue to be 

shaped by new technology and innovative 

consumer offers, a full mobile strategy is key 

for traditional banks to maintain market share.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE AT 
THE CORE OF THE VALUE 
PROPOSITION

Digital banks offer smart services while maintaining 

a low-cost structure. They benefit from new tech-

nological tools, online banking systems, accounts, 

payments, savings, insurance, credit and more. The 

consumer benefits are numerous:

Accessibility: Digital banks offer 24/7 access to the digital 

platform

Low cost structure: With low human interaction, 

management fees are reduced and attractive interest rates are 

offered

Transparency: Online banks adopt transparency with a clear 

cost structure and simple rates

Speed: With mobile banks, it’s possible to consult and transact 

Mobility: Mobile banks can be consulted anytime and 

anyplace, via internet connection

Design: Mobile Banks bet on sleek graphic interfaces to 

facilitate use

Mobile Banks have raised more 

capital together than any other 

FinTech sector in Europe.

Retail Banking
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STRATEGIC POSITIONING OF 
MOBILE BANKS

In the mobile banking landscape, there is a clear 

distinction between the affected services and the 

structure of the digital platform. In other words, 

mobile banks offer clients mono or multi-products 

and structure their strategy around a “mobile plat-

form” versus mobile version of the online banking 

platform.

The following chart presents examples of the posi-

tioning of mobile banks worldwide in terms of the 

client offer and digital platform strategy followed:

BEYOND FINTECH, BIG TECH 
COMPANIES ALSO RIVAL BANKS 
EVEN IF THEY DON’T STRIVE TO 
BECOME BANKS

With more than 1 billion users for Facebook and 

Google, 800M for Apple and 250M for Amazon, the 

tech giants popularly coined as GAFA (Google, Apple, 

Facebook, Amazon) have become key players in our 

digital lives. Since money and finance play a central 

role in our lives, it was clear that GAFA would aim to 

incorporate Financial Services into their offers:

Google entered the Financial Services world through the 

payments sector (a $2 trillion market) with Google Wallet

Apple introduced the world to Apple Pay, in late 2014, and as 

of today, three-quarters of all contactless payments made in 

the US come from Apple Pay

Facebook has added an option in its flagship Messenger 

app called “Send or Request Money” which enables users to 

manage payments

Amazon is the ultimate virtual supermarket, creating a 

platform that offers transaction services between suppliers 

and customers. Amazon Loans is a great example of their 

lending initiative
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Other noteworthy examples in Asia such as Alibaba 

or TenCent have brought major FinTech disruption, 

setting up an entire ecosystem offering online or mo-

bile payments, personal lending, banking products, 

savings products, P2P lending, and other Financial 

Services.

HOW SHOULD BANKS REACT TO 
THESE THREATS?

To avoid being regarded as mere back-office utilities, 

and to prevent death by a thousand cuts, banks 

should leverage their strengths and lead the digital 

transformation of the Financial Services industry.

To better arm themselves against the above-mentioned 

threats, financial institutions should aim to:

Own the customer relationship: differentiate through 

experience design by creating a more engaging (fast, simple 

and affordable), personalized and seamless experience for 

connected users (anything, anywhere, anytime).

Leverage data analytics: extract insights from the massive 

amount of structured & unstructured customer data with 

advanced data science (NLP, deep learning, cognitive com-

puting). Customer financial information can be leveraged to 

create market intelligence and generate new revenue streams.

Create an ecosystem: banks could leverage the power of 

platforms in open environments to create new ecosystems 

(hosting external services and/or white-labelling banking 

services through APIs) and new partnership models (with 

innovative startups, or even GAFA).

Company Category Initiative Launch date

Payments Google Wallet app 2011

Payments Android Pay 2015

Payments Apple Wallet 2012

Payments Apple Pay 2015

Payments Messenger Payments 2015

Payments Amazon Payments 2007

Lending Amazon SMB Lending 2012

Digital currency Amazon Coins 2014

Lending
Amazon Store Card 
& card comparison

2015

Insurance Checkout By Amazon
(B2B e-commerce solution)

NC 
Discountinued as of April 1st, 2017

Payments AliPay/AliPay Wallet 2004, 2013

Mobile Banking My Bank 2015

Lending Zhao Cai Bao 2014

Payment We Chat Pay 2015

Mobile Banking We Bank 2015
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WHAT DETERMINES SUCCESS?

Mobile banks are appearing in multiple forms and 

across the world, but what factors determine the 

success of a mobile bank?

The mobile bank regional ecosystem

One of the most obvious ways to analyse the success 

of mobile banks is by looking at adoption rates by 

country, and analyzing what are the factors that have 

influenced user acceptance in particular regions.

Mobile banking adoption rate varies across countries
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Studies have shown that the social and economic 

environment in a country directly influences 

adoption: the competitive pressure, government 

support, legal framework, national infrastructure 

and the national culture are all very important 

aspects that influence acceptance.

Not surprisingly, the main barriers to adoption are of-

ten quoted as the customers’ security concerns, limit-

ed infrastructure for advanced digital banking appli-

cations, immature legal framework and lack of trust.

Source: Bain report, Customer Loyalty in retail 2016 and CH&Co. research

1Understanding the Adoption of Electronic Banking in China

The graph above presents the mobile banking adop-

tion rate by country. It is interesting to note the two 

countries at each end of the graph: China and Canada.

Reasons why digital banking is widely accepted in 

China (60% adoption rate)

The growth of digital banking in China is mainly 

driven by the competitive pressure created by 

foreign banks and the strong support from the 

Chinese government. 

Digital banking adoption is also driven by support 

from top management, the availability of the resources 

within the company and the perceived benefits. Issues 

related to limited infrastructure and immature legal 

framework to protect digital banking customers were 

identified in China, but have since been addressed 

through support from the government1.
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Technological composition of a mobile 

bank

Mobile banks are no longer extensions of an online of-

fering, but have become separate standalone channels. 
The ecosystem in which mobile banks operate may 

be represented through the following 6 trends:

Source: Too big to disrupt, The Globe and Mail

Reasons why Canada lags in acceptance of mobile 

banks (17% adoption rate)

In Canada, the big banks have the ability to compete 

with FinTechs because of their profitability and pub-

lic trust. 

They have invested substantially in FinTech and 

are positioning themselves ahead in the techno war 

against big tech companies and start-ups.

For example:

Royal Bank of Canada partnered with MasterCard and Canadian startup Bionic to 
experiment with a wristband that authenticates identity by reading cardiac rhythms. The 
technology has the potential of making financial transactions more secure versus current 
use of passwords.

Scotiabank’s Tangerine invested in biometric tools for its mobile banking app, including 
a fingerprint scanner.

Tech and mobile 
banking 

environment

Ecosystem approach 
and FinTech 
integration

Visual support 
to clients

Biometric tools 
and security 

protocols

Picture and video 
at the service 
of the client

Data analysis 
and information 

projections

Tight links with 
social media
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Offers
T: Transactions
CP: Credit and loans
D: Overdraft

Country Mobile bank Launch Highlights T CP D

2009
Social media inclusion: the more likes, the cheaper the rate
Peer-To-Peer Lending: lending between Fidor Bank community members

2013
Partnership with TransferWise: money transfer in 19 currencies with low rates
Network: deposits and withdrawal across 6000 shops and supermarkets in 
Germany

2013
Services: whole range of banking services on a 100% mobile platform
Network: wholly owned by Scotiabank

2013
Pioneer: 1st 100% digital European bank
Network: inking with BNP Paribas’ network for the overall range of services

2009
Customers: Focused in the United States
Service: digital tools to help manage finances, savings and money transfers

2014
Personalisation: Possibility to shape the interface according to the users’ needs
Tools: Predictive analysis of spending and budget management

2016
Technology: ‘’Data Driven’’ approach to budget management
Tools: No spending limit and predictive budget analysis

2015
Market: created for individuals and SMEs
Service: 100% mobile service providing access to Alibaba’s network

2016
Mortgage: mono-product service targeting online mortgages providers
Infrastructure: Benefits from the infrastructure of the Cantonal Bank of 
Fribourg

2016
Co-Founders: Offers free company shares to active  
Service: Predictive analysis of spending and budget management

2014
Customers: Focused on a student community
Service: Predictive analysis of spending and budget management

2014
Market: created for businesses of all size
Service: linked to a marketplace offering lending and credit from a communi-
ty of providers

Different FinTechs in various regions have found 

their own competitive edge: 
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THE MOBILE BANKING CHOICE: 
FOUR STRATEGIES OF DIGITAL 
DEVELOPMENT

Banks that do not have a mobile strategy will suffer 

from a lack of competitiveness and become less at-

tractive. In contrast, banks that are investing in digi-

tal will see their cost base decrease by 20%-25%.

Although the benefits of mobile banking have al-

ready been proven, determining an entry strategy 

for traditional players may not be straightforward. 

Traditional players have four options of digital de-

velopment available for them - it is up to senior man-

agement to determine which is right for them:

Strategy Examples

Creation

Creation of a mobile bank “from scratch”: creating a mo-
bile bank from A to Z will require the investor to support 
the risk and cost structure. Traditional banks that wish to 
take this strategy must have the capacity to innovate.

Investment

Investing in a start-up: is a solution for an established 
institution to take part in the new revolution while 
lowering the risk and giving the option to the investor to 
take control in case the investment works well.

Partnership
Partnership with a start-up can enables the parties to 
share their structures and tools and fuel growth.

Acquisition
Acquisition of a mature player may provide the synergy 
to integrate a digital strategy.
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THE INNOVATIONS THAT MATTER

Our comprehensive database of company profiles covers a full 

range of financial services solutions from FinTech start-ups to large 

corporations. Each case study contains a thorough overview of 

the company’s solution, business plan and strategy. We also know 

that implementation is key and we strive to provide a repository 

that will help inspire the development of disruptive innovations 

by sharing insights on breakthrough ideas blossoming all over the 

world, including best practices and recent trends.

FinTech Directory

Want to invest in FinTechs? Fintank is the place to get an interna-

tional list of start-ups in the Financial Services industry.

CH&Co. Lab

The CH&Co. Lab is an incubator that develops prototypes based 

on our best ideas and convictions. We develop solutions and share 

them with our clients, such as Highway-to-Mail.

Innovation Booster 

CH&Co.’s methodology around crystalizing energies in corporate 

organization to foster innovation – inspired by start-ups’ approaches 

and business practices.

Fintank.net
Your FinTech Database

FINTANK MULTISEARCH APP

Available on


